Make Your Own Trick-Or-Treat Bags

Copy, cut, and glue Humphrey onto disposable lunch bags to make fun Humphrey-themed trick-or-treat bags this Halloween!
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Humphrey Needs a Costume

Humphrey LOVE-LOVE-LOVES your Halloween costume!
Draw a matching costume for Humphrey, everyone’s favorite classroom pet.
Humphrey is always learning new words!

Unscramble the letters to find words you might use while solving a mystery.

PMA  _________________

TPEONDA  _________________

GLHSLFATHI  _________________

EUCL  _________________

DECVIEEN  _________________

NWEISTS  _________________

SGMSIN  _________________

GPINNTFIERR  _________________

TUSENQOI  _________________

Answers: Map, Notepad, Flashlight, Clue, Evidence, Witness, Missing, Fingerprint, Question
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EEK-EEK-EEK! Where is Humphrey’s Hat?

Humphrey lost his hat.
Can you help him find it?
Fun Hamster Facts
How much do you know about hamsters?
Write “true” or “false” next to the statements below.

_______ Hamsters can remember their relatives.

_______ Hamsters can be taught how to come when called by name.

_______ Hamsters sleep in the day because they are nocturnal.

_______ A hamster diet can include a variety of foods such as dried food, berries, nuts, fresh fruits and vegetables.

_______ Hamsters have poor eyesight. They are nearsighted and colorblind.

_______ Hamster hair can be black, grey, white, brown, yellow, or red!

_______ Hamsters carry food in their cheeks.

Answers: They are all true!
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